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1. Introduction 
This paper is devoted to the proof of 
Theorem 1. Let L be a minimal countable standard transitive model of ZFC+ V = L. 
There exists a real xnp having the following three properties: 
(1) %lg 6 L. 
(2) L[x,,,] satisjies ZFC. 
(3) In the following sense, xng is not generic over any outer model of L: Assume 
that V is transitive and contains the same ordinals as L, and that P is a V-amenable 
partial ordering. Let IF0 be the forcing relation for P over (V; P), restricted to Co 
sentences of the forcing language. Suppose that (V; P, Ike) k ZF, that G is (V; P, Ilo)- 
definably generic, and that V[G] is admissible. Zf x,g E V[G], then xng E V. 
The standard structure Lg is said to be minimal when there exists an ordinal o! < j3 
such that every element in Lg is first-order definable from ordinal parameters less 
than CI. For example, if /I is the least ordinal greater than u such that Lp /= ZFC, then 
LB is minimal. 
A class A C V is V-amenable if A n x E V, for all x E V. 
A filter G on P is (V; P, . . .)-definably generic, when G meets every dense subclass 
of P that is definable over the standard structure (V; P, . . .). 
Rather than generic, the real xng is “diagonally generic” over L: There exist 
L-definable class orderings P”, for II E o, such that x,s is partially generic over each P”. 
These orderings are designed so that were x,,s class generic over an outer model V, 
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then a truth predicate for L would be definable from the Ca forcing relation for that 
class forcing. Because L is minimal, this would contradict hat V satisfies ZF. 
Perhaps more perspicuous than Theorem 1 itself is its corollary. 
Theorem 2. Let L be a minimal countable standard transitive model of ZFC + V=L. 
There exists a real xnp such that 
(1) x”g $L; 
(2) L[xng] satisfies ZFC; and 
(3) xng is not weakly class generic over L. That is, there does not exist an outer 
model V, a V-amenable partial ordering P, and a Jilter G on P meeting every 
(V;P)-dJi 61 d e na e ense subclass of P such that 
(a> xng $ V; 
(b) xns E V[G]; and 
(c) (V[G]; V, P, G) satisjes ZFC. 
Transparently, Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 1 and the following proposition, 
which lies outside the scope of this paper. 
Proposition 3 (cf. Stanley 161). Assume that V is a standard transitive model of ZFC, 
that P is an V-amenable partial ordering, and that G is a filter on P meeting every 
dense subclass of P that is definable over (V; P). Suppose also that (V[G]; V, 5’, G) 
satisjes ZFC. Then the CO forcing relation is definable on a cone of conditions rooted 
in G; that is, there exists a condition j E G such that 
{( p, cp) : p < $ and cp is & and p 11 cp} 
is first-order de$nable over (V; P). 
This section has four subsections. The first of these makes a number of definitions 
to clarify what is claimed in Theorems 1 and 2. The next discusses ome related 
results and open questions. The third makes a number of definitions and cites several 
propositions that will be needed for the proof. The last explains the organization of 
the paper. 
1.1. Class forcing 
Let us begin with some definitions towards making precise what is claimed in 
Theorems 1 and 2. Much of what follows cannot be formalized in ZFC for class 
models; the reader who would work in first-order set theory should cast it in terms of 
countable models of ZFC. 
Indeed, in any broad sense, class genericity is not a first-order property. Conse- 
quently, unlike propositions regarding set generic extensions, our theorems cannot be 
euphemized in terms of consistency. 
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As is customary, we confuse partial orderings with their underlying fields of con- 
ditions, and standard models of set theory with their underlying universes. If P is 
a partial ordering, say that the condition p extends the condition j when p < fi. 
Suppose that V is transitive. If RI,. . . , Rk are relations on V, say that the structure 
(V;R I,. . . , Rk) satisfies ZFC when this standard structure satisfies ZFC as formulated 
in a language with predicate symbols for the relations RI,. . . , Rk. In particular, ZFC in 
such an expanded language includes all instances of collection and separation that can 
be formulated in the augmented language. 
Suppose that V is a transitive standard model of ZFC and that P is a V-amenable 
partial ordering, that is, that both the underlying field of conditions in P and their 
ordering are V-amenable. Assume as well that (V; p) satisfies ZFC. Working in this 
structure, the class V’ of Shoenjeld terms can be defined: 
ii~V’ iff iiEV andiicV’x P. 
For Shoenfield terms ii and A, set 
ii(B)={pEP:(L,p)Eii}. 
Say that G c P is a jilter on P iff any pair of conditions in G has a common 
extension in G, and any condition extended by a condition in G itself lies in G. The 
requirement that the compatibility of conditions in G is witnessed in G improves the 
numerology in Section 1.3. 
If G is a filter on P, set 
ii’ = {bG : ;;(A) n G # S}, 
V[G] = (6’ : ii E V’}. 
Then V[G] is transitive. If G is non-empty, then the same ordinals lie in V[G] as 
in V; also V L V[G], and V is V[G]-amenable. Furthermore, the standard structure 
V[G] satisfies the axioms of extensionality, pairing, infinity, and foundation. If it sat- 
isfies separation, then it satisfies the axioms of unions and choice, as well. So, to 
preserve ZFC in V[G] it s&ices to preserve the power set axiom and instances of 
collection and separation. 
Say that a set x is V-amenably generic when 
(1) there exists a V-amenable partial ordering P such that (V; P) satisfies ZFC; 
(2) there exists a filter G on P meeting every dense subclass of P that is first-order 
definable over ( V; p) ; 
(3) x E V[G]\V; and 
(4) (V[G]; V, P, G) satisfies ZFC. 
For current purposes, three sorts of class genericity are relevant, namely, L-amenable 
class genericity, weak generic@, and invisible genericity. 
Say that x is weakly generic if there exists an outer model V such that x is 
V-amenably generic. And say that x is invisibly generic over V, if x satisfies the 
definition of V-amenable generic@ with (4) replaced by simply 
(4’) V[G] satisfies ZFC. 
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1.2. Open problems 
Theorem 1 is motivated by the following conjecture of Beller-Jensen-Welch [l], 
Conjecture. Zf x is a real and O# 6 L[x], then x is class generic over L. 
The real x,,s of Theorem 1 is non-generic in a strong sense. All that is not ruled 
out is that it is invisibly generic for a forcing with an undefinable forcing relation. 
However, x,,s is incompatible with the existence of 0’. Indeed, if O# exists, then L is 
not minimal. 
Sy Friedman [2] has found a real that, though non-generic in a weaker sense, is 
compatible with 0’. His real is not L-amenably generic and is constructible from O#. 
Several questions remain regarding non-generic reals. 
Question 1. Can the hypothesis that L is minimal be eliminated in Theorem I? 
If this is the case, then perhaps the virtues of xns and Friedman’s real can be 
combined. 
Question 2. Does O# construct a real that is not weakly generic? 
If a is countable and x is a real such that L,[x] satisfies ZFC + “x is O’“, then 
let us call x a “countable O#” (even though x might be the “real” 0’). If L, supports 
a countable O#, then it supports 2O many countable 0”s. 
A candidate for answering Question 2 is at hand. 
Question 3. Is O# weakly generic? 
It is shown in [5] that there exist countable O#‘s that are invisibly generic. However, 
it open whether they all are. 
Question 4. Is every countable O# invisibly generic? 
In fact, no set is known to not be invisibly generic. 
Question 5. Do there exist reals that are not invisibly generic? 
1.3. Ram@ed genericity 
This subsection makes some definitions and states some results about class forcing 
needed for the proof of Theorem 1. 
Let T- be the result of removing the power set axiom from the set theory T. 
ZF,+I is ZF with collection restricted to zn+i formulas and with separation restricted 
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to z,, formulas. Adjoining “C” to the name of a set theory indicates adding the Axiom 
of Choice. 
A standard model of ZF*;, is said to be Cn+i -admissible (or simply admissible, if
n=O). A quibble is that in ZF the E-well-foundedness of definable classes follows from 
the E-well-foundedness of sets, so usually the axiom of foundation in ZF is a single 
sentence asserting the E-well-foundedness of sets. In admissible set theory, Foundation 
is a scheme asserting the E-well-foundedness of all definable classes. Since we shall 
be working with these fragments of ZF, let us adopt this foundation scheme as part of 
ZF. 
Partial orderings are required only to be transitive and reflexive, but not necessar- 
ily anti-symmetric. Conditions in a partial ordering are compatible when they have 
a common extension. Say that X c P is predense with respect o p if every extension 
of p is compatible with some element of X. Similarly, X is dense with respect to 
p when every extension of p has an extension into X. A set or class of conditions 
X is empty with respect o a condition p if p is incompatible with every member 
OfX. 
Suppose RI , . . . ,Rk are relations on the universe V, and that Y & V. Say that the 
class XC V is Z;,(Y;R,,... ,Rk) dejinable if X is definable over (V; RI,. . .,Rk) by a 
,E,, formula with (set) parameters from Y and predicate symbols for RI,. . . , Rk. We 
speak similarly of IZ”(Y;Rl,...,Rk) and d,(Y;R,, . . . ,&) definability. Say that X is 
&,(Y;Ri , . . . , Rk) definable, if it is C,( Y; RI,. . . ,Rk) definable, for some n. 
Say that P satisfies C,(Y; P, RI,. . . , &) predensity reduction when, given any con- 
dition p E P, and any uniformly z,(Y; P, RI,. . . , Rk) definable sequence (Di : i E I ) of 
classes predense with respect o 3 (where I E V is a set), there exists a condition p 
extending p, and sets di c Di such that ( di : i E I ) E V, and di is predense with respect 
to p, for all i E I. 
If the axiom of choice holds in V (so that every set has a cardinality), say that 
LFD satisfies trong L,( Y; P, RI,. . . , Rk) predensity reduction when, given any condition 
p E P, and any uniformly C,( Y; RI,. . . , Rk) definable sequence (Di : i E I ) of classes 
predense with respect o p (where Z E V is a set), there exists a condition p extending 
p, and sets di such that ( di : i E 2 ) E V, and, for each i E I, di is predense with respect 
to p, Jdi 1 < 111, and any condition meeting di meets Di. 
(To see that the strong form of &(Y; P,Rl, . . . , Rk) predensity reduction implies the 
weak form, apply the strong form to 0; = {p E P : p meets Di} to get di reducing 0:. 
Then let di = f”di, where f(p) E Di is chosen so that f(p) 2 p, for p E di.) 
Let IFP I@ = {p E P : p < j}. If forcing with IFD preserves ZFC in a language 
with predicate symbols for V, P, and G, then P satisfies C,( V; P) predensity 
reduction. 
Proposition 1.2 (cf. Stanley [6]). Fix a natural number n > 0. Assume that G is 
a jilter on P meeting every &,,( V; 5’) definable dense class, and that (V[G]; V, P, G) 
satis$es ZF,. Then there exists a condition @ E G such that P 1 j satisfies Z,,( V; IF’) 
predensity reduction (in (V; P) ). 
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In turn, sufficient predensity reduction is enough to prove that 110, the forcing relation 
restricted to CO sentences of the forcing language, is first order definable over (V; p). 
The version of this claim we shall use is 
Proposition 1.3 (cf. Stanley [6]). Assume that 
l (V; P) is a model of ZFC; that 
l {(p,q) : p is compatible with q} is Al( V; P) deJinable; and that 
l P satis$es C,( V; P) predensity reduction. 
Then It-0 is II& P) definable. 
(In fact, at the cost of a slightly more complicated definition for Ike, the hypothesis 
that compatibility is A,( V; P) can be eliminated. Also, only a bounded amount of 
predensity reduction is required. Proposition 3 cited earlier follows from Proposition 1.2 
and such a modified Proposition 1.3.) 
Using Proposition 1.3, the following converse of Proposition 1.2 can be proved. 
Proposition 1.4 (cf. Stanley [6]). rf (V; P) k ZF (or ZFC), and P satisjes C,( V; P) 
predensity reduction, and G is C,( V; P) generic, then (V[G]; V, P, G) +ZF- (respec- 
tively, ZFC- ). ZJ; in fact, P satisfies strong C,( V; P) predensity reduction, then V[G] 
is a cardinal-preserving extension of V. 
In order to argue that our diagonally generic real xng preserves ZF-, we shall need 
a ramified version of this. To state it, we need a ramified notion of genericity. 
If X is a class of conditions, say that p decides X, when either p meets X, or p is 
incompatible with every member of X. Say that a filter G on P is ZI,( Y;RI , . . . , Rk ) 
generic provided that any n,,( Y; RI,. . . , Rk) definable class X is decided by some 
condition p E G. This definition, a bit stronger than simply requiring G to meet all 
nn(Y;Rl,..., Rk) definable predense classes, improves the estimates in the following 
two propositions. 
Proposition 1.5 (cf. Stanley [6]). Assume that 
l (V; P?) is a model of ZFC, that 
l {(p, q) : p is compatible with q} is Al( V; P) dejinable; that 
l P satisJes z;,( V; P) predensity reduction; and that 
l G is a II,+,( V; P’) generic filter on P. 
Then V[G] b ZFC,,. 
Proposition 1.6 (cf. Stanley [6]). Assume that 
l (V; P) is a model of ZFC, that 
l {(p, q) : p is compatible with q} is A,( V; P) definable; that 
a P satisjies E,( V; P) predensity reduction; and that 
l G is a II,,+,( V; P) generic jilter on P. 
Then V[G] + cp $Y 3p~ G p It cp, whenever cp is either a C, or Ii, sentence of the 
forcing language. 
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1.4. Organization of the proof 
The heart of the proof is in Section 2, where xns is constructed and Theorem 1 is 
proved assuming certain facts, labeled (Tl)-(T5) and (Pl)-(P4). These are verified 
in the remaining sections. 
As mentioned above, x,s is “diagonally generic” for a certain sequence of class 
orderings P”, where n E w. Forcing with P” adds a real x, as well as branches through 
certain definable trees T[i (where k E o and i is 0 or 1). In fact, a P” generic real x 
codes a branch through T& iff x(k) = i. Conceptually, then, 5’” has two components, 
namely the trees T&, and coding apparatus that serves to code branches through these 
trees into a real. 
The trees T& are constructed in Section 3, where facts (Tl)-(T5) are verified. 
The coding apparatus, which is based on a simplified version of Jensen coding [4], 
is developed from scratch in Section 4. The ordering P” is defined in Section 5, and 
all of (Pl)-(P4) except one part of (P3) are verified. On account of the simplified 
coding, this is almost trivial. The one remaining fact, namely that P” satisfies strong 
predensity reduction, is verified in Section 6. 
The first draft of this paper was written in the fall of 1986. Though the idea for 
the proof remains same, this version is substantially different from the original in two 
ways. First of all, I am indebted to Sy Friedman for the essential idea used in Section 3 
to construct the trees T&. This construction is much simpler than the original. 
Secondly, the coding developed in Section 4 allows for several simplifications 
because extending conditions is almost trivial. In Jensen’s version [l], extending con- 
ditions is entwined with distributivity. Jensen’s methods are more general and less 
destructive than those used here, but these features are not needed to prove Theorem 1. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1 
In this section, assuming certain facts that are proved in the remaining sections, the 
real x,s is constructed and shown to confirm Theorem 1. 
Let 2<O consist of all functions s^ : n -+ (0, l}, for some natural number n. 
If iE 2’O. let 
d(s^) = (o x {O,l})\{(k, l-i) : s^(k) = i}. 
That is, d(s^) is the set of all pairs (k, i) such that 3’(k) = i, for some s^’ extending s^ 
in 2iw. Typically, this notation will be used for s^ E 2’O approximating the non-generic 
real xns. 
Begin by fixing a sequence (Eki : k E o and i = 0,l) of sets of natural numbers 
having the following three properties: 
l Ek,o U Ek,l = o, for all k; 
l Ek,o n Ek,, = k + 1, for all k; and 
0 nk< ,3, Ek,ic(k) is infinite, for all s^ E 2<w. 
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For example, we could set 
Ek,O = {n : n < k or the kth prime number does not divide n}, 
Ek, 1 = {n : n < k or the kth prime number does divide n}. 
With such a sequence in mind, let us observe for future reference a key feature that 
is used in proving the distributivity facts we need to see that L[x& satisfies ZFC and 
preserves L-cardinals. 
Lemma 2.1. Given any natural number n and any s^ E 2<O, there exists an n’ 2 n and 
an s^‘Zs^ such that 
n’ E n Ek,i. 
(k,i) E d(i’) 
Proof. Choose 11’ E nk < ,;, &j(k) such that n’ 2 n. Then let 2’ > s^ be such that js1’I 2 n’ 
and i’(k) = i, where i is such that n’ E Ek,i, for k f dom(.?)\dom(s^). 0 
Because we are working in a minimal model, the class of q such that L, 4 L is 
bounded in the ordinals. Let q* be its supremum. For n < w, define P to be the class 
of all CI such that c1 > q* and L, -+, L. Then s2” is a d,+l({q,}) definable club class 
of ordinals, and n,,, Sz” = 0. 
If M. is an ordinal, let n(or) = 0, if GI is not admissible; otherwise, let n(a) be the 
greatest n < o such that L, is a model of ZF,. 
In Section 3 we shall define (uniformly in k and i, but not in n) trees T[i of closed 
sets of ordinals, for n, k E o and i = 0,l. Our non-generic real xng : o + 2 will code 
a branch through T{x,,Ckj, for each n and k. These trees will have the following five 
properties: 
(Tl) If tET&, then t is a closed subset of {i}U{a: n(a)EEk,i}; iEt; (1 -i)$t; 
and sup(t) it. 
(T2) Ordered by end-extension, T& is a normal tree. Specifically, let t C, t’ indicate 
that t’ end-extends t, that is, t G t’ and t’ n (sup(t) + 1) = t. Then 
. Tii#O; 
l if ‘t E T,fi and 6 is an ordinal, then there exists t’ E Tkni such that t C_, t’ and 
sup(t’) Z 6; and 
l if t E T[i, then {t’ E T& : t Ce t’} is not linearly ordered by &, 
n+l 
(T3) T,,i C T:i 
As mentioned above, the Tti’s are not definable uniformly in n. As n gets larger, 
the definition of T& gets logically more complex. The complexity of these definitions 
is controlled by the function 0 : w -+ co: 
o(0) = 1, 
o(n+ l)=o(n)+n+4. 
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Why such a function works will be the subject of a certain amount of numerology; 
any function growing sufficiently quickly would do. 
If t, t’ E Tci are incomparable under C_,, set split(t, t’) = sup{ 6 : t n 6 = t’ n 6). 
The final two properties we need are (T4) and (T5). 
(T4) Suppose that k < n and t, t’ E T,fi are incomparable under end-extension. Set 
4 = min{B E 52°C”) : n(P) E Ek,i}. If 6 E t and q, split(t, t’) < 6 6 sup(t’), then 
min(t’\6) E M”). 
(T5) “i is &(,)+l({~,}) definable. 
The point of (T4) is that initial segments of P(“) can be recovered from sufficiently 
high pairs of incomparable nodes in T&. A feature of (Tl) is that it is incompatible 
with ZF- that there exist definable cofinal branches through both of T& and T&_ij, 
because the intersection of two such branches would be a club class consisting of 
ordinals that are not Ck+l-admissible. These two features of the trees TJi are used in 
Lemma 2.3 to show that x,s is not generic. 
In Section 4 a decoding process that recovers a class of ordinals Decode(z, k) from 
any real z and any natural number k will be described. The class Decode(z,k) is &(0) 
definable over L[z], uniformly in z and k. (Consequently, the decoding is absolute for 
admissible outer models that include z.) 
Our non-generic real x,s will have the following two properties: 
(Rl) L[x,,s] k ZFC, and is a cardinal-preserving extension of L. 
(R2) Decode&s, k) is a LIn+z(L; T,&) generic branch through T[i, where i = x,,g(k). 
We say that the class B is a Il,,+z(L; T&) generic branch through T,$ when B is 
a class of ordinals such that if Tii is ordered by reverse end-extension, then 
{t E T& : t = B n (sup(t) + 1)) 
is a LIn+2(L; T&) generic filter on T:‘. (Recall this means that every LIn+2(L; T&) 
definable class is decided.) By (Tl) and (T2), such a class B is closed and unbounded. 
2.1. x,s is not generic 
Using (Tl)-(T5), (Rl), and (R2), we can prove that x,s is not generic. 
Lemma 2.2. xng is non-constructible. 
Proof. Suppose not. Say x,,,(O) = 0. Then 
{t E Ti, : t # Decode(x,,,O) n (sup(t) + 1)) 
is &(L) definable, and is dense, since T& is a normal tree and Decode(x,,,O) is 
a cofinal branch through Too0 , . So, by (R2), it is met by Decode(x,,,O), which is 
absurd. 0 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that V is an outer model of L, that (V; P, IFo) k ZF, that G is 
C,( V; P, 110) generic, that V[G] is admissible, and that xDg E V[G]. Then xng E V. 
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Proof. The proof breaks into two claims. The first is that the branch through T&g(kj 
coded by x,,s is definable over V (uniformly in k); the second claim is that TfI_-x,Ckj 
’ does not have such a V-definable branch. It follows then that xne E V. 
Let z2 be a Shoenfield term such that zG = x,,s. 
Claim. Fix a natural number k. There exists a condition p such that 
OL E Decode&,, k) isf p It 6 E Decode@, i). 
Proof. For q E P, let b(q) be the initial segment of Decode(f,i) determined by q; 
that is 
c1 E b(q) iff Vj? Q a(q It b E Decode&i) or q Ik beDecode( and 
q It- a’ E Decode@, k). 
If q, q’ E P, and if b(q) and b(q’) are incomparable under end-extension, declare that 
a E c(q,q’) iff 
366 b(q)(split(b(q), b(q’)) d 6 < sup(b(q’)) and a = min(b(q’)\b)), 
or 
366 b(q’)(split(b(q), b(q’)) < 6 < sup(b(q)) and a = min(b(q)\b)). 
If one of b(q) and b(q’) end-extends the other, let c(q,q’) be empty. 
Fix n > k and assume for a contradiction that the Claim fails. We maintain that 
a E sZ”(“) iff a > VW, and there exists an ordinal q and a condition p E P such that 
(a) M 3 4, 4’ < i, sup(c(q, 4’)) 2 6; 
Note that establishing this will suffice for a contradiction. Indeed, the above provides 
a definition of sZ”(“) over (V; P, I~o) uniformly in n. This contradicts that (V; P, kO) 
satisfies ZF, since the function n H min(P(“)) is cofinal in the ordinals of V. 
TO see the (=+) implication, set 9 = min{a E PC”) : n(a) E Ek,i} and choose @ E G 
such that 
@ 11 “Decode(B,i) is a cofinal branch through Tic”, 
where i = n,,(k). Then, for each p < j3, there exists t E T& such that b(p) Ce t. 
Using (T4), if q, q’ G @, then c(q,q’)\q C W(“), and (b) is established. 
Note next that on account of our assumption that the Claim fails, there exists an 
ordinal y and conditions p, p’ d $ such that y E b(p), but y E sup(b(p’))\b(p’). Then 
b(q) and b(q’) are &incomparable, and split(b(q), b(q’)) < y, whenever q < p and 
q1 < p’. 
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To see (a), given 6, choose q < p and q’ G p’ such that max(q, 6, y) < sup(b(q)) < 
sup(b(q’)). This is possible by (T2) and our choice of i. Then c(q,q’)\ max(q, 6) # 8, 
which suffices for (a). 
Item (c) is similar, since by hypothesis a E Q”(“). 
To see the (+) implication, fix LX, j, and q as in (a)-(c). Set 
c = u 4%d)\rl. 
4.4’48 
Then C is unbounded in the ordinals by (a). If /I < y in C, then Lg +zO(n)LY. It follows 
that C\(V, + 1) is an unbounded subclass of Q’@). Hence, a E fib(“) by (c) and that 
cI>q*. 0 
Set B( p, k) = {o! : p k oi E Decode@, R)}. By the previous claim, we have that for 
each k, there exists a p E [Ip such that B(p, k) is a cofinal branch in Z’&.g(lr). 
Claim. Fix k E w and p E P. Then B(p, k) is not a cojinal branch through Ti,_Xng(kj. 
Proof. Suppose not. Say B(pj, k) is a cofinal branch through Tgj, for j = 0,l. 
Then B(pj, k) is a closed unbounded class contained in {x : n(cc) E Ek,j}. Hence, 
B(po, k) n B(pl, k) is a club class contained in {a : n(cr) < k}, contradicting that 
(I’; P, IQ k ZF. q 
Using these two Claims, the proof of Lemma 2.3 can be completed by noting that 
x&k) = i iff 3p (B(p, k) is a cofinal branch through T&), 
and so x,s E V. 0 
2.2. Construction of xns 
This subsection reduces (Rl) and (R2) to facts (Pl)-(P4) regarding the orderings 
P” mentioned earlier, and constructs the real x,,, given a counting of L. 
Working in L we shall define class forcing properties [Fp”, for each natural num- 
ber n. As n increases, P” decreases under containment and has a definition of in- 
creasing logical complexity. The real x,, is denoted by a Shoer&eld term 2 that is 
common to the forcing languages of all of the forcing properties P”. The ordering [Fp” 
is constructed so that if G is sufficiently P” generic, then KG codes a suitably generic 
branch through T[i, where iG(k) = i. In the next lemma, we construct a G C_ [FD” such 
that G n P” is suitably P” generic, simultaneously for all n. This is how (R2) is 
arranged. 
In order to arrange (Rl), namely, that L[x,J is a cardinal and ZFC-preserving ex- 
tension of L, it suffices to arrange that L[G n I?] is an L-cardinal-preserving model 
of ZF;, for each n > 0. This is because L[xns] - an inner model of every L[Gn[lP”] - is 
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then an L-cardinal preserving model of ZF-, and, consequently, a model of ZFC, since 
x,,s is a real. For this, it suffices to arrange that P” satisfies strong predensity reduction, 
as well as that G n IFD” is sufficiently generic. 
Perhaps a distressing point in this outline is that G n P” is required to be suitably 
generic, simultaneously for various n. This is impossible in the case of full genericity. 
However, if we ask only that GnP” be partially generic, only a restricted version of the 
usual Truth Lemma holds, as was made precise in Proposition 1.6. If the complexity 
of the definition of pnfl is greater than the degree of genericity required of G n P”, 
suitable P” genericity does not preclude suitable pnfl genericity. (This suggests why 
0 needs to be at least quadratic: P n+’ should be “invisible” to fln+z(L; pn) generic&y.) 
Of course, these genericity requirements are not automatically compatible, either. We 
shall need to take measures while constructing the Tli’s to insure that it is possible to 
decide simply definable subclasses of P” with conditions that lie in lPn+‘. 
The orderings P” will have the following properties. It is these, as well as properties 
(Tl)-(T5) of the trees T[i that the remaining sections of this paper will address. 
(Pl) P” is d,(,)+i({q,}) definable. 
(P2) The orderings P” and pn+l are related as follows: 
(P2a) lpn+l C P”; 
(P2b) if CY = min(@‘(“+‘)), then pn+l n 15, = P” n L,; and 
(P2c) if rn d n and j? E P” and D is a fl+,~+~+~(L) definable subclass of P”, 
then there exists p < $ in P” deciding D (in pm). 
(P3) P” has these combinatorial properties: 
(P3a) Compatibility in P” is Al(Q); P) definable; and 
(P3b) $” satisfies strong ,X,(L) predensity reduction. 
(P4) There exists a term i EL”, for all n, such that if G is ZIn+2(L; P”) generic, then 
(P4a) x OG : cc) --f 2; and 
(P4b) Decode(iG, k) is ZI,,+z(L; T” k,iGCkj) generic, for all k. 
Given that x,s = iG when G n [ID” is U,,+z(L; pn) generic, for all n, property (R2) is 
immediate from (P4b). (Rl ) is established in the second lemma below. 
Lemma 2.4 (Construction of x,s). Suppose that L is a countable minimal model of 
ZFC + V = L. Then there exists a G such that G f7 P” is l7,,+z(L; P’) generic, for 
all n. 
Proof. Let c(, be the least element of Q’(“). Let (cpn : n E co) enumerate all formulas q 
such that cp is a IZrr(m)+m+z(L) formula defining a subclass of P”, for some m. Assume, 
as well, that (Pi EL,“+, , and that it is for some m < n that (P,, is a li’O(m)+m+2(L) formula 
defining a subclass of I!?“. 
Define a descending sequence of conditions (pn : n E o) such that pn E (P’)‘++l 
as follows: Let p. E (P”)“~I be arbitrary. Since ‘I* < ai and L,, +, L, and since P” 
is dz({n*}) definable, we know that (lp’“)LU~ is non-empty. If n > 0, we have that 
’ pn_l ~(lP’-~)‘~n and (lPn- ) ‘G = P”-’ n L, n C P” by (Pl) and (P2b). Let m < n be 
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such that pPn is a L10(m)+m+2(L) formula defining a subclass of lY. Using (P~c), there 
exists a condition p extending pn_l in P” and deciding (in pm) the class defined 
by (Pi. In fact, there exists such a condition in ([IDn)Lzn+~. This is because 
3Pd Pn-1(PEP”A(3q(qEpmAcp,[qlAP~4) 
is a &~~)+~+rl(L) sentence, and ~~-1, q,, EL,,,+, -+++,) L. Let pn be such a condition 
in ( pn)Lzn+l . 
SetG={pEP”:p2p,, for some n}. Then G n pm is a filter on Pm, for each m. 
Furthermore, if X is a LI,,, (L; Pm) definable subclass of P”, then X is IIa(m)+m+z(L) 
definable, since P” is d,(,)+,(L) definable. By construction, G n [Fp” includes a con- 
dition deciding X. 0 
Lemma 2.5 (Preservation of ZFC). Suppose that G n P” is a IIn+2(L; P) generic 
filter on P, for all n. Set xng = zG. Then L[xng] + ZFC and L[x,J is II cardinal- 
preserving extension of L. 
Proof. We have that Gf7[FP” is LZn+z(L; pn) g eneric, by hypothesis, and that l?“’ satisfies 
strong C&L; pn) predensity reduction. Using that compatibility in P” is Al(O; IF) 
definable, it follows from Proposition 1.5 that L[GnP”] is I:,+,-admissible. And L[x,J 
is a 11 ({x,>) definable inner model, so L[n,J /= ZE;c,, . 
Because this holds for all n, we have that L[x,,] k ZFC-. To see that L[x,,] + ZFC, 
it suffices to see that L[G n P’] is a cardinal-preserving extension of L. 
Claim. Suppose that K is an L-regular cardinal, and that j is a term in LPI such that 
p” : fc + OR. Then there exists a set 3 EL such that jBIL < K and mg(jG) c 8. 
Proof. Set G’ = P’ n G. By hypothesis, G’ is a ZI3(L; P”) generic filter on [FD’. By 
Proposition 1.6 we have that L[G’] + cp iff 3p E G’ p II cp, for all ,Y?i sentences of the 
forcing language. Choose p E G’ such that Jo Ik j : k 4 OR. Using that PI satisfies 
strong &(L) predensity reduction, it follows that the class 
{p : 3B([BI < K and p II mg(j)CB)} 
is predense with respect to 3, and this class is C3(L; P’) definable by Proposition 1.3. 
It follows that there exists p E G’ meeting it. tl 
In fact, L[G] is a cardinal-preserving extension of L. This follows by the same proof, 
and that a LIz(L; PO) generic filter meets every C3(L; PO) definable dense class. Seeing 
this requires some work which we need not undertake. 
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3. Construction of the trees Tii 7 
In this section the trees T,fi described in the previous section are constructed. Once 
we have constructed (Tki : k E w and i = 0, l), an associated partial ordering Q” can 
be defined. For each k, ;he forcing Q” picks one of Tko and T& and adds a cofinal 
branch through it. Precisely, elements of Q” are functions q such that 
l dam(q) = w; and 
l there exists a natural number sp(q) such that 
- if k -c sp(q), then q(k) E Tlo U T&, and 
- if k 2 sp(q), then q(k) E T:. x T{, . 
We shall have that if t E T,fi, then i E t and (1 - i) 4 t. Given q E CD”, define 
2(q) : sp(q) + (0, 1) by s^(q)(k)=i iff i E q(k). Then q(k) E Tl;c(qjckj, for all k < sp(q). 
If k < sp(q) and ;(q)(k) = i, set tk,Jq) = q(k). If k 2 sp(q) and i is 0 or 1, let 
tk,Jq) E T& be such that q(k) = (tk,o(q), &J(q)). Otherwise - that is, if (k, i) is not 
in d@(q)) - let t&(q) be undefined. 
Let Q” be ordered by declaring that 4 > q iff sp(q) < sp(q) and tki(q) end-extends 
tk,i(q) in T&, for all k and i such that tk,i(q) is defined. 
Conceptually, Q” is one of two components of the partial ordering P” mentioned in 
the previous section. The other is the coding apparatus defined in the next section. If G 
is a (suitably) generic filter on Q”, then L[G] adds a Cohen real x = U{?(q) : q E G}, 
as well as a (suitably) generic branch through T&(,), for each k. The ordering P” 
will constrain x so that, rather than being Cohen generic, it codes the branches 
added. 
It is while constructing the T&‘s that the only real work to insure property (P2c) 
of P” will be done. (Recall that (P2c) states that if m < n, then any condition in 
P” can be extended in IF’” to decide any simply definable subclass of pm.) Now P”, 
unlike a”, imposes commitments on the growth of s^(q) aimed at making the generic 
real x code branches through the TV?, ‘s. Because of this, we need a variant of Q” in 
order to isolate the property of the T&‘s needed later to prove (P2c): If z Co, set 
@! = {q E Q” : $(q)(k) = 0, for all k EZ rl sp(q)}, 
and let QZPz inherit the ordering of QY. 
The trees Tii will be constructed to have properties (TCl)-(TC7) listed below. List- 
ing these properties has three purposes. First of all, some serve as recursion hypotheses 
in the construction. Secondly, as we shall see presently, the facts (Tl)-(T5) used in 
Section 2 follow easily from them. Finally, (TCl )-(TC7) will be used in Sections 5 
and 6 to prove facts (PI)-(P5). 
It is convenient to set fil,i = {a E 52” : n(a) E #t&i}. 
(TCl) {i} E T&; and if t E T&, then 
0 t E(i) U {LX : n(a) E&j} is closed; 
l iEt and (1 -i)$t; and 
0 sup(t) E t. 
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(TC2) If TV T,$, then 
l if sup(t) > min( a$!‘), then sup(t) E G$,y’; and 
l if IX E Bl,‘,!‘\sup(t), then t U {a} E T&. 
(TC3) If m Q n, then 
. Trii> T&; 
b Tci = T&, if k 2 n; and 
l T& n L, = T$’ f~ L,, if a = min(Q$+‘)). 
(TC4) Suppose that k < n, and that t, t’ E T& are incomparable under end-extension. 
If 6 E t and 
rnin(8::;)), split(t, t’) < 6 < sup(t’), 
then min(t’\6) E OG((“). 
(TC5) Suppose that CI E Q:(F) and u = sup(!Z$‘) n E). If (ta : 6 < A) is such that 
ta E T&; y < 6 + t, g, tb; and supdil sup(ta) = a; then Ubcl ts U {a} E Tki. 
(TC6) If z C o and m < n and D is a C,(,)+,+&) definable dense subclass of QF, 
then D n 421 is dense in Qi. 
(TC7) T[i is dt({q*}; @‘(“)), hence d,(,)+t((~,}) definable, uniformly in k and i. 
Thus Q” is A,(,)+,({~,}) definable. 
Note that (Tl), (T3), (T4), and (T5) in Section 2 are immediate from (TCl), (TC3), 
(TC4), and (TC7), respectively. To see (T2), note first that T& # 8 by (TCl). If t E T& 
and 6 is an ordinal, then given any a, /I E Q$!“\ max(b, sup(t)), both t U { ct} and t U { j?} 
lie in Tii by (TC2). 
Let us now construct the trees T&. Proceed by recursion on n. Begin by declaring 
that 
t E T& iff t g(i) U {ct : n(a) E EQ} is closed; 
iEt and (1 - i)$t; 
sup(t) it; and 
sup(t)ESZ$:) if Jtl > 1. 
Before defining Tk,i , n+’ fix a Ai({q*};@) definable list ((~t,q~,zr) : r EOR) of all 
triples (cp,g,z) such that z C o and 4 E Qz and cp is a C,(L) formula in one free 
variable. Let us also insist that rpc,qr f L,, where rc is the least uncountable cardinal 
greater than r. This sequence will be used for property (TC6). 
If k 2 n + 1, simply set Ttf’ = T&, in accord with (TC3). If k < n + 1, proceed 
by induction on c1 E Qt’l!,n+‘) to define T<T1 fl L,+. Note that such a are limit cardinals 
because a(n + 1) 2 2. 
Begin by letting T$’ n L, = Tli n L,, if LX = min( Qi,y+“), as required by (TC3). 
Suppose now that CI E Sai,‘l?+‘) and that we have defined T$’ nL,. Declare that t ES, 
iff t E T$l n L, or t = t’ u {a}, for some t’ E Tftl n L,. In each case we shall insure 
that S, C T;T1 n La+. 
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Case 2: CI = sup(Q~‘~+*) n a). Declare that t E T$’ n L,+ iff t E S, or there exists 
(TV : 6 < 3,) such that 
0 ts E T$l flL,; 
0 y<b*t,g,t& 
l SUP~.,~ sup(ts) = cr; and 
l t = U6<1, G u {xl. 
Case 3: sup(Qi,y+‘) ~1 a) E Qua”’ n c(. Set p = sup(Q~~“) n a), and set X = 
{y E @‘(“+I) f~ p : n(y) = n@)}. Then Xc G?:,?“). Let l be the order type of X. 
Set T;T’ n L,+ = S,, unless 
l vc is a +o+~+~(L~) formula; 
l D = {q E Q;, n L, : L, b qt[q]} is dense in Q;< n L,; 
l cj5 E Cl;;+’ n Lg, k -c sp(q[), and s^(g,)(k) = i; and 
l n(B) E%Q)(,), for all m < sp(&): 
In this case, let q’ be identical with qr, except that q’(m) =4&m) U {I}, for each 
m < sp(qy). Then q’ E CR:< f7 Lp+ (by inductive appeal to (TC2)). Let q extending q’ in 
“opt: n L, be L-least meeting D, and set Tit1 n L,+ = S, U {tk,i(q) U {a}}. 
Let us now check properties (TCl)-(TC7). 
Properties (TCl ) and (TC2) are clear from the construction. Property (TCS) is 
evident for Tii and was explicitly ensured for TJt’ by Case 2 in the construction. 
Property (TC7) is evident, as well, since the definition of T,$’ fl L,+ is by recursion 
on a E sZz(in+‘). 
The second two clauses in (TC3) were explicitly insured in the construction. To 
see that Tkmi _> Tit* whenever m < n-t 1, note first that this is trivial if k 2 m, since 
then Tti = T& and certainly T,$’ C T&. If k < m, let us proceed by induction on 
a E Gql!’ l) to see that every t E T:t’ n L,+ lies in Tc;. If a = sup(Q{y+‘) n a), then 
CI = sup(Qty) n c() and CL E Szcy’. Thus, cz fell under Case 2 in the construction of both 
Tpj and T[l’ _ Using this, as well as induction, it follows that TfT’ Cl L,+ C Tti fl L,+ . 
‘If CI fell under Case 1 in the construction of T,$’ and t E T$’ f? (La+\Ln), then 
t=t’U{a}, for some t’ E T:t’nL,. By (TC2) and induction, it follows that t E Tci flL,+. 
Finally, if CI fell under Case 3, then again (TC2) and induction suffice, unless t = 
tk,i(q) U {a}, in the notation of that case. But q E Q”, so tk,i(q) E Tci by induction. 
Hence t E Ttf. 
For (TC4), assume that k < n + 1 and again proceed by induction on a E G$+‘). 
Note that in each of Cases 1-3, if t E T$’ n (Lx+\L,), then sup(t) = a. (In fact, 
this must be the case by (TC2).) Suppose that t, t’ E T$’ n L,+ are incomparable 
under end-extension, that 6 E t, and that min(Q”“) ), splitft, t’) d 6 d sup(t’). Set p= 
min(t’\b). Then p < a. If a is least in s;Z,$+‘), then a=min(Qty+‘)) < 6 < p < a, so 
p,acrQ”(“+l) 
Assume now that a > mm(Qk,i u(n+l)). If p = a, then p E Q”(“fl); so assume also that 
p < a. If a falls under either of Cases 1 and 2, then it follows by induction that 
p E W(“+‘). If a falls under Case 3, then, in the notation of that case, we may assume by 
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induction that p 3 /?. We maintain that p=p, and hence p E P(“+‘), as required. Indeed, 
if ,u > #?, then it must be that t’=tk,i(q)U{cr), since p < a. It follows that ~1T(p,cr)=0, 
since t # t’. So 6 < j, since 6 it and 6 < p < c(. Now p E t’ because fi E &j(q) by 
construction. Thus p = min(t’\b) < /?, contradicting our hypothesis that p > fi. 
For (TC6), note first that it suffices to see that if D is a CO(,)+,+&) definable dense 
subclass of Q:, then D n Qp:+l IS dense in Q”+‘. This can be seen by induction on n, 
using (TC7) and that a(m + 1) = a(m) + m ; 4. 
Fix a z 2 w, fix a CO(,)+,+&) formula cp defining a dense subclass D of Qc, and 
fix a condition 4 E Q, TV+’ We seek a condition 4 extending 4 in U2$+’ and meeting D. . 
Without loss of generality, sp(q) 2 n + 1. Set s^ = s^(q) and choose n’ E nk<,,(i)&,i(k) 
such that n’ 2 o(n + 1). Let 5 be such that (qt, i{,zt) = (cp, &z), let fl be the 5th 
element of the class {y E P(“+‘) : n(y) = n’}, and let c(k be least in fi$(:i’ greater 
thanp,fork<n+l. 
Now (p==(p5 and 4=q5 lie in L,,, and &k is a limit cardinal, so certainly z{ lies in 
L,, . Also L,, -b,,~,+,, L and o(n+ 1) =o(n) +n+4, so L,, satisfies that {q E CI$ : (p[q]} 
is dense in Q; n L,,. 
Stage &k in the construction of T$&:k) then fell under Case 3, and we chose q 
extending 4 in f&! f’ L, such that q meets D, and put IQ(k)(q) U {@kk) into Ti$kik). 
Furthermore, we chose q canonically, so our choice of q at stage @k in the construction 
of T/;tkj was the same for all k < n + 1. Let 4 be identical with q, except that 
tk,j(k)(i) = tk,j(k)(q) U {mk}, for k < n i- 1. Then GE @ and meets D. Furthermore, 
tk,i(k)(t) E T;‘(‘k):k)’ fork < n+l, and T[T’=T(;, fork 2 n+l. So cj~Qi+‘, as required. 
4. Coding 
This section develops the building blocks of a simplified version of Jensen coding 
based on that in [4]. Because we shall be coding a generic extension of L, and because 
there is no need to preserve large cardinal properties in the extension, substantial 
simplifications are possible. In fact, the coding developed here is a simplified version 
of that in [4], where one concern is preserving large cardinals. 
Unlike Jensen’s, our coding conditions will have Easton support. Furthermore, the 
coding of intervals [a, cc+) will be essentially the same, whether M. is regular or singu- 
lar. Our coding does render all inaccessjbles non-Mahlo. This is merely a convenience. 
It permits us to isolate efforts towards coding the extension on intervals [a,~+), for 
different cardinals a. 
Nothing more elaborate than ordinary condensation and the statement of Cl, will 
be needed. No use of our assumption that L is minimal will be made. 
4.1’. Threads 
Threads are the price to pay for a unified treatment of regular and singular cardinals. 
This uniform treatment makes extending coding conditions trivial. In Jensen coding, 
extending conditions is entwined with distributivity. 
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When a is infinite and regular, the ordinary almost disjoint coding of a subset 
X G [a, a+) proceeds by fixing a ground model sequence (by : 5 E [a, a’)) of pair- 
wise almost disjoint unbounded subsets of ~1, then producing generically a coding set 
x C 01 such that 5 EX iff Ix n by 1 < a. In order to do the same sort of thing when a is 
singular, instead of a sequence of unbounded sets of ordinals below a, we shall use 
a sequence of “indomitable” sets of “threads” below a at regular and singular a alike. 
These sets of threads will be pairwise almost disjoint in an appropriate sense. 
Let CARD be the class of all infinite L-cardinals, together with 0. Let a+ denote 
the least element of CARD greater than oz. Say that a set of ordinals is Easton when 
it is bounded below every infinite regular cardinal. 
A thread is a non-empty Easton set of ordinals u such that IU n [a, a+)/ < 1, for all 
a E CARD. If u is a thread, define its support by 
sp(u) = {Lx E CARD : 24 f-l [a, a+) # 0). 
Say that a thread u is thread below a when u G a. If IX E sp(u), let ulx be the ordinal 
/3 such that u n [cc, r+) = {j?}. 
If a and b are sets of ordinals, say that a is cojinal in b if a n b\P # 0, for all 
/?Eb. 
A set b of threads below a is indomitable iff whenever e C u is Easton, there exists 
a thread u E b such that sup(u) 2 sup(e) and e is not cofinal in U. 
If a is an infinite cardinal, let tx* denote the least regular cardinal greater than or 
equal to a. 
The non-indomitable sets of threads below a form a <a*-complete ideal on the 
threads below a. In this sense, an indomitable set of threads below CI has “positive 
measure”. 
Lemma 4.1. Zf b is an indomitable set of threads below a and X is a set of fewer 
than a* many threads below ~1, then there exist indomitably many threads in b in 
which no thread from X is cofnal. 
It follows that if b is an indomitable set of threads below tl and XC b is a set of 
fewer than u* many threads, then b\X is indomitable. 
Proof. If a is regular, then UX\lXl is Easton. 
If CI is singular, set A = cf(a) and let (/I; : i < A) be a monotonically increasing 
sequence of cardinals that is cofinal in M. Let e G c( be Easton. Suppose X = UiilX;, 
where lXil < pi, and set 
e’ = {pi : i < A} U U ((UXi)\j?i) U e. 
i<l 
Then e’\n is Easton and sup(e’) = u. If u E b is such that sup(u) = a and e’ is not 
cofinal in U, and if u’ EXi, then either u’ c pi, or a tail of u’ is contained in e’. In 
either case, u’ is not cofinal in u. 0 
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Suppose that B is admissible and that x E Le is a parameter. Fix a natural number 
n > 1, and define an ordinal 0 and a sequence (Ei : i < 0) by setting 
Cli = the least a such that L, +I. L; and { Clj : j < i } U {x} g L, 
for i such that this c1 is less that 8; let 0 be the least i such that IX~ is not defined. Call 
the sequence (ai : i < 0) the canonical X,-tower approximating Li above x and call 
0 its height. For infinite y E [ltIl,&) n CARD, set 
M;( = C,-Skolem Hull,,(y U {y,x} U {Xi : j < 0)). 
Define fX : CARD n #I(, ^)\ ct w + isi by setting fX(y) =n/i,y n y+. 
Lemma 4.2 (Thread Lemma). Suppose that u is an infinite cardinal. Then there ex- 
ists a (uniformly dl({a}) definable over L,+ ) sequence (bc : 5 E [a, ct’)) having the 
following four properties: 
(1) bc is an indomitable collection of threads below tl. 
(2) Suppose that M. < 5, 5 < af and that 5 # 5. Then 
I{u E bc : u is cofinal in some u’ E bt}I < a. 
(3) Suppose that & > u is a limit cardinal, that n 2 1 is a natural number, that 
x E Le is a parameter, and that 181 < tl, where b’ is the height of the canonical &-tower 
approximating La above x. Suppose that 5 E [GI, cr+), that u E bg, and that ug < fJS), 
for 6 cojinal in sp(u). Then u E M,6, for some 6 E sp(u). 
(4) If u E b,, where [ E [o,ol), then IuI = 1. 
Conclusions (1) and (2) hold that the codes br are analogous to ordinary almost dis- 
joint codes with “indomitable” in place of “unbounded in a”, and with conclusion (2) 
in place of “pairwise almost disjoint”. Conclusion (3) is only used in verifying preden- 
sity reduction in Section 6. Conclusion (4) facilitates dealing with Q” without coding 
constraints in P” interfering, cf. (TC6) in Section 3. 
Proof. 
Case 1: M is regular. Let F be the L-least one-to-one function from 2’a into the 
collection of threads u below a such that Iu( = 1. For < E [~,a+), let ht be the L-least 
path through 2<” such that 8~ # 81, for all c < r. Finally, set bt = F”bt. 
Properties (l), (2), and (4) are insured by our choice of bg. Property (3) is trivial, 
because if ug < fX(S), for some 6 E sp(u), then u EM:, since IuI = 1. 
Case 2: c( is singular. For i < a+, set 
i4 = 
1 
the least p > ~1, supjci pj such that L, is a model 
of ZF- + Vx 1x1 < M + “a is singular”. 
Then every element of L, is definable over L, from parameters in u U {a, supjci /Jj}. 
(In fact, the parameter a is unnecessary.) By induction on i, note also that pi > i, for 
all i < IX+. 
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Set A$ = L, and N/ = C,-Skolem Hull,(y U {y, a, supjci pj}), for y E CARD n ct. 
Then Ni = UyECmna Iv/. Set d={N/ny+ :y~CARJlna}. 
Note that if g EN, is a function with dam(g) C CARD satisfying g(y) < y+, for all 
y E dam(g), then there exists a bound B < CI such that g(y) < ub, for all y E dom(g)\p. 
(Choose p such that g E?@.) Note also that if j < i < a+, then UJ END; consequently, 
ui n uj is bounded below CI. 
Let ((I& c)) indicate the GGdel pairing of the ordinals 4: and c. Fix an Easton set of 
cardinals E EL, that is cofinal in IX. (It is for this that we insisted that a be singular 
in L,.) For 5 E [a,~+), declare that 
u E bg iff sp(u) = E and, for some i < a+, ug = ug ((‘,i)), for all 6 E E. 
Then bt is indomitable, since {((r, i)) : i < a+} is cofinal in CI+, and if e E ZVj is Easton, 
then e is not cofinal in uj. (Consider g(y) = sup(e n f), for y E CARD n a.) 
If CI Q [, 5 < c(+ and r # 5, and if u E bi and u’ E bg, then unu’ is bounded below ~1. 
Hence {u E bc : u is cofinal in some u’ E by} is empty. 
Finally, to verify (3) in the statement of the lemma, suppose that u E bg, Say that 
UJ = u& for all 6 E E. Assume that 
ZJ $ M’ = U M,b = C,-Skolem Hull,,(cc U {x} U {q : i < e}), 
SEE 
where (Ei : i < 0) is the canonical C,-tower approximating Li above x. We must see 
that ui > fX(6), for all sufficiently large 6 E E. 
Set /I = M’ n CC+ and choose n so that L, g M’. Then LX < /? < q < IX+. Furthermore, 
uj EL,, for all j E [c(, p). It follows that /Ji > i 2 b. (If i < j3, then p > CI. But then 
u EM’ and M’ + “o! is singular”; consequently E, hence u, lies in M’.) 
But then ,ui > q. Indeed, we may assume that q > ~1. On the one hand, if /-3 > c(, 
then L, k I/?[ = a, and, on the other, if p = CL, then L, /= “a is regular”. 
Let ‘II : L, + La’ be the inverse of the transitive collapse of M’ to L,. Then K 
is a En-elementary embedding. Set X = rc-‘(x) and let (ii : i < a) be the canonical 
C,-tower approximating L, above X. Then {Cci : i < 8) EL,, since pi > n. Using that 
C(i E mg(rc), for all i < 0, and that La <z, L, iff Ln(~) +I;, Le, it follows that 6 = 0 
and that K’(Q) = &, for all i < 8. Consequently, fX 1 a is definable over L, ; hence 
&(S) < z& for all sufficiently large 6 E E. 0 
4.2. Colors 
Different sorts of threads will be used for coding different intervals [a,&) so that 
efforts to code one interval do not interfere with those to code another. Two mechanisms 
will be useful, namely, colors and supports. Recall that a thread u has support sp(u) = 
{cr~CARD:un[cc,cc+)#0}. 
For each ordinal 6, let Z6 be the class of all ordinals of the form ((6, l)), and say 
that ordinals in Z6 have color 6. Say that a thread u has color 6 when u c Zd. Clearly, 
if u and u’ are threads of different colors, then u n u’ = 0. 
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Table 1 
Colorization Table 






CARD r-. a {@*Y)) : Y < E) 
Our assignment of colors and possible supports to infinite cardinals will be one- 
to-one. The assignment of possible supports takes place in the ground model. The 
assignment of colors is generic, though for successor and singular cardinals it effectively 
takes place in the ground model. Table 1 summarizes these assignments. 
Here (Ci : 2 is a singular cardinal) is a fixed Al (8; CARD) definable q ,-sequence 
with the property that CA EL,, where p is the least ordinal ZF--ordinal such that A is 
singular in L,. (Standard l&-sequences have this property.) 
Let SP, be the set of possible supports and COL, the set of possible colors assigned 
to CI in the above table. 
Lemma 4.3 (Colorized Thread Lemma). Let c : CARD + OR be a partial function 
assigning colors as in the above table. (That is, C(K) E COL,, for a E dam(c). ) There 
exists a sequence (uniformZy AI( dejnable ouer LX+.) 
(b;(‘) : o! E dam(c) and 5 E [a, E’)) 
such that 
(1) bg c(a) is a collection of threads below a such that if u E b’j(“), then u has color 
C(U) and sp(u) E SP,. 
(2) Conclusions (l)-(4) of the Thread Lemma hold with be(“) in place of b. 
The proof of the Colorized Thread Lemma is a minor variation on the proof of the 
Thread Lemma. (In the case of successor cardinals a+, require that the range of F 
includes only threads above a. In the case of singular a, let E = C,\ot(C,). In each 
case, use only threads of the correct color.) 
The following consequence of our colorization scheme will be used later. 
Lemma 4.4. Assume that c : CARD + OR is an Easton support partial function 
assigning colors as in Table 1, and that c is one-to-one on inaccessible cardinals. 
Suppose that a, af E $om(c) and a # a’; that c E [a, z+) and c’ E [a’, a’+); and that 
u E b;@) and u’ E bg!” ). Then u is not cojinal in u’. 
Proof. The lemma is clear unless a and a’ are singular cardinals such that ot(Col) = 
ot(C,,). But then sp(u) = &\ot(C,) and sp(u’) = C,J\ot(C,/) are eventually 
disjoint. 0 
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4.3. Decoding 
If x : w -+ (0, 1) is a sufficiently generic real added by the forcing P”, then a 
branch through T[ x(k) is definable from x, for each k. In this section we make explicit 
how these branches are defined; that is, we define the class Decode(x,k) mentioned 
in Section 2. 
A branch through T,f,(,) is recovered in three steps. First, a sequence (Pt : k E w) 
of subsets of [w, wi ) is recovered from X. Next, sets i3{ C [y, y+) are recovered from 
Pf, by recursion on CARD. Finally, a branch through T[,(,) is extracted from the Bt’s. 
To be as described in Section 2, the class Decode(x,k) must be uniformly LIZ@) 
definable, for all reals x preserving admissibility in the universe, not just those which 
happen to code branches through T&,). 
Assume that the ambient universe is at least admissible, and fix any real x. Declare 
that 
<c Pi iff 5 E [w, 04) and 
{ 
u E b&$&k,,,u : x-‘(l) is cofinal in U} is finite, 
(Recall that the Table 1 gives w = Of the color ((2, O)).) 
Next, we define sets of ordinals Bf,Pyk G [y, yf) by recursion on CARD. Once we 
have succeeded in this, we shall declare that 
[E Decode(x,k) iff 01 + i E U 
yECARDn[o,cO) 
B!. 
Because colors are assigned generically by P”, we shall need to recover simultaneously 
a coloring of cardinals. Consequently, we must simultaneously define Bf, P;, and a 
function ck such that ck(y) < y. (In fact, if x is P” generic, then ck = ck’, for all k 
and k’.) 
We have already defined Pi. Set Bi = 0, and set ck(w) = ((2,0)). 
Suppose now that y E CARD is greater than w. Define ck(y) as follows: If y = /3+, 
set ck(y) = ((2,p)). If y is singular in L, set ck(y) = ((l,ot(C,))), where C, is provided 
by our fixed di(0; CARD) definable Q-sequence. 
The interesting case is that of inaccessible y. Set Pk II y = lJsECAmnrw,yj Pt. If 6 is 
least such that Z((a,h)) fl Pk n y is unbounded in y, then set c(y) = ((0,6)). If there is 
no such 6 < y, set c(y) = ((0,O)). (If x is sufficiently P” generic, then there will exist 
such a 6.) 
Now let us define B$ and Py” for y > w. Declare that 
5 E P! iff 5 E [y, y+), and there exists a constructible Easton 
set of ordinals e such that if u E 6;2:‘,))) and Pk f~ y 
is cofinal in u, then e is cofinal in u. 
The definition of B: is the same as that of P;, except the subscript “((t;, 1))” is 
replaced by “(( {, 0)) .” 
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Using that ((&y),B;,P,k) : y E CARD n [o,m)) is defined by recursion on CARD, 
it can be seen that Decode@, k) is At@; CARD) definable, uniformly in x and k. It 
follows that Decode&k) is d*(0) definable, uniformly in x and k. 
5. The conditions P” 
Before giving the precise definition of P’s, let us describe it informally. Conditions 
in P” are quintuples p = (q, c, I;, j&i), where q E Q” and the remaining components 
help s^(q) grow into a real XG that codes a branch through Z’{xc(k), for each k E o. 
Below p there are effectively d(s^(q)) many copies of the coding apparatus. (Recall 
that (k,i) E d(s^) when 3(k)=& for some s”’ >sI.) The copy indexed by (k,i) is devoted 
to coding into a subset of [w, 01) the branch through T[i that is approximated by tk,i(q). 
For (k, i) E d(s^(q)), jk,i is an Easton support characteristic fnnction approximating the 
(k,i)th coding class. Let us temporarily call this class Pkvi. The component & is a 
function with an Easton set of cardinals as its domain; @k,i(a) imposes commitments 
that control the growth of &i 1 a so that Pk.’ rl a codes both Pki II [a, a+) and tk,i(q) n 
[a, a+ ). 
The component c is a function assigning colors to cardinals in accord with Table 1. 
Finally, S is a finite set of coding commitments hat controls the growth of 3(q), so 
that the generic real XG codes Pk.’ n [w, 01) when i = xc(k). 
To be precise, a quintuple p = (q, c, j, @, 8) is in P” when it meets the following 
requirements: 
(1) qEQ”. 
(2) c is a function with an Easton set of uncountable cardinals as its domain. 
(a) If a E dam(c), then 
i 
((2, P)) if a = /J+, 
c(a) = ((Lot(G)>> if a is singular, 
((0, y)), for some y < a if a is inaccessible. 
(b) If fl < a lie in dam(c), and both are inaccessible, then c(a) does not lie in 
the interval [c(p), b]. 
(3) j and i, are sequences of functions indexed by d(s^(q)). For (k, i) E d(&q)), 
(a) jk,i is a partial t%nction from [o, 00) into (0, 1) having an Easton domain; 
and 
(b) @k,i s a function with the same domain as c. For a E dom(bk,i), 
(i) IPk,i(a)l < a* (where a* is the least regular cardinal greater than or equal 
to a); 
(ii) &(a) is a subset of 
a u{((&O)) : <EL a, a+) and l= 01 + c, for some c E tki(q)} 
U {((&lj) : 5 E [&a+) and @k,i(<) = 1); 
and 
(iii) &(a) n a = 0, unless a is inaccessible. 
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(c) If &(t) = 1 and 5 has color ((0, y)), then there exists an CI E dom(c)\(t + 1) 
such that c(a) = ((0,~)). 
(4) i is a finite subset of 
I((& ((k 4))) : r E r w,wt ), and either (Si) $! d(s^(q)) or &(t) = 1). 
Most clauses in the definition of [FD” are transparent, but three have technical motiva- 
tions that should be mentioned. Clause (2b) implies that c is one-to-one on inaccessible 
cardinals, and also insures that no condition uses up too many colors. This is used in 
Lemma 5.5 to see that conditions can be extended to absorb arbitrary uncountable 
cardinals into the domain of c. 
If LX is inaccessible, then that possibly &(a) fl tl# 0 and clause (3~) work together 
(with clause (6) in the definition of P” ‘s ordering) to insure that c(a) is the least 
((0, Y)) such that Z((O,,)) f? Pk,’ fl LX is unbounded in a. As described in Section 4.3, this 
is used when recovering the color assigned to a from a generic real xo. These clauses 
figure in the proof of Lemma 5.10. 
The elements of P” are ordered by declaring that ji = (4, E, j, j, i) > (q, c, 6, p,4) =p 
when the following seven conditions are met: 
(1) q>,q in Q”; and if 5~; and UE~P)) and k~u n [sp(q),sp(q)), then 
i(q)(k) = 0. 
(2) The function c extends the function C, literally C G c. 
(3) If (k,i) & d(.?(q)), then the function jk,i extends the function &i, literally 
jk,i c i)k,i. 
(4) If (k, i) Ed@(q)), then dom(&) G dom(&); and if cc E dom(&), then 
ik,icG1) c dk,i(G1). 
(5) 3G. 
(6) If r < sup(&(cc)n a), and if 5 E dom(j+i)\dom(~k,i) and has color E(a), then 
i)*,i(O = O. 
(7) If 5 E j&i(@)\= and uE$“) and dom(jk,i)\dom( jk,i) is cofinai in U, then 
FL:< 1) is not cofinal in U. 
By analogy to (7), the prima facie weaker clause (1’) might be expected in place 
of (1): 
(1’) q > q in Q”; and if 5: E j and u E bF2”)) and [sp(q),sp(q)) is cofinal in u, then 
i(q)-‘(1) is not cofinal in U. 
In fact, (1’) is equivalent to (l), since (~1 = 1 when u E b$12”)). The simpler characteri- 
zation of the coding commitments j offered by (1) is used in the proof of Lemma 5.2, 
which verifies property (P2). 
If p = (q, c, jj, @, S) is a condition, then set 
s^(P) =s^(q), 
C(P) = c, 
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Ijk,i(P) = hk,iV 
tik,i(P) = Ijk,i, 
i(p) = i. 
We can immediately verify several of properties (Pl)-(P4) used in Section 2. 
Lemma 5.1 (Property (Pl)). P” is A,(,)+l({q,}) d&able. 
Proof. This is evident, given that Q” is A o(n)+l({q+}) definable (TC7), that CARD is 
III(~) definable, and that o(n) + 1 > 2. Cl 
Lemma 5.2 (Property (P2)). The orderings P” and P’+’ are related as follows: 
(a) lpn+l C_ IFD”; 
(b) if o! = min(Q”(“+‘)), then P+’ n L, = P” n L,; and 
(c) if m < n and j E P” and D is a IIO(m)+m+z(L) dejinable subclass of P”, then 
there exists p < ji in P” deciding D (in Pm). 
Proof. Conclusions (a) and (b) are consequences of (TC3), which holds the analogous 
facts regarding T$t and T,$. 
For conclusion (c), begin by noting that if D is a lIa(mj+m+2(L) definable subclass 
of P”, then the class of p E Pm deciding D, namely, 
{pEPm: 3~” 2 p (p” ED) or Vp’ < p Vp” 2 p’ (p” $Z D)}, 
is dense in P”, and is C,(,)+,+J(L) definable (in fact, A,(,)+,+~(L) definable). 
Thus, it suffices to see that if D’ & Pm is dense in IF’” and is C,(,)+,+4(L) definable, 
then D’ n P” is dense in P”. Given @ E P n, let z C w capture the coding commitments 
imposed by g(a) by declaring that 
k EZ iff k 2 sp(q(jQ), and k E u, for some u E by’)) and some r E 4(j). 
(Clause (1) in the definition of P”‘s ordering was stated so that the restriction imposed 
by 4(j) on q(&‘s growth can be characterized in this simple manner.) Then 
{qeQe,m: 3p~ P(p < ji and p meets D’ and q = q(p)} 
is C,(,)+,+J(L) definable, and is dense with respect to q(p) in Qr. (The key point is 
that if q < q(j) in Q’, then (q, c(s), j, b,4(j)) < p, where j and i, are the sequences 
g(j) and b(E) restricted to d(s^(q)), respectively.) 
So there exists a condition q E Q$ meeting this class by (TC6). Consequently, there 
exists p E Pm below p such that p meets D’ and q(p) E Q”. Since q(p) E Q”, in fact 
we havepEp”. 0 
Lemma 5.3 (Property (P3a)). Compatibility in P” is d1(0; P’) definable. 
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Proof. Two conditions p’ and p” in 5’” are compatible iff s^=s^(p’) Us”(p”) E 2<O, and 
p E P” and extends both p’ and p”, where p = (q, c, $3,&, 4) is defined as follows: 
l c = c(p’) U c(p”) and S = i(p’) U 4(p”); and 
0 for all (k, i) E d(J), 
t!G(q) = t/c,MP’)) u tk,iG?(P”))> 
jk,i = i)k,i(P’) u Fk,i(P”)Y 
&i(a) = $k,i(P’)(a) U P&P”)(~) for a E dam(c). 
The operation (p’,p”) H p is C,(0) d fi bl e na e, so the relation “p’ is compatible 
with p “” is dr(0; lPn) definable. (In fact, it can be seen to be J&(0; P) definable, but 
we do not need this sharper estimate.) 0 
The properties that remain to be verified are (P3b) and (P4). Property (P4) will be 
checked in Section 5.4, and property (P3b), in Section 6. 
5.1. Easy extension lemmas 
There are no hard extension lemmas, but with the modest exception of adding inac- 
cessibles to dom(c(@)), the sorts of extensions described in the following four lemmas 
are trivial. 
Lemma 5.4. Suppose that j is a condition in P”. Zf e is an Easton set of injnite 
ordinals, then there exists a condition p extending j that is identical with @ except 
that dom(&(p)) = dom(j$Jj)) U e, for all (k, i) E d(@)). 
Proof. Set &(p)(t) = 0, for t E e\dom(&(h)). q 
Lemma 5.5. Suppose that ji is a condition in P” and that CI is an uncountable car- 
dinal. Then p has an extension p such that M E dom(c(p)) and CI E dom(&i(p)), for 
all (k, i) E d@(p)). 
Proof. We may assume that GI $ dom(c(jj)), and that a is inaccessible, since otherwise 
we can simply set c(p)(a) to the value prescribed by Table 1, and set &(p)(u) = 8, 
for (k, i) E d(s^(&). 
Assume, then, that a is inaccessible. Set E = c(j). Note first that 
{ E( /3) : p is inaccessible and Z(p) < CI < p} 
is finite. Indeed, if 5((B) and E(p’) lie in this set and p < p’, then E( /3’) < 2((B). (This 
is the main purpose of clause (2b) in the definition of P”.) 
Choose S < a such that 
((O,W > sup({E(P) : B is inaccessible and E(p) < a < j?} U (dam(E) fl a)). 
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Let p be identical with jj except that dom(c(p)) = dom(&(p)) = dam(E) U {a}, and 
c(p)(a) = ((64) and &i(p)(a) = 0, for (k i) E 40)). IJ 
Lemma 5.6. Suppose that j E P”, that (k, i) E d&j)), and that a E dom(c(p)) is an 
uncountable cardinal. 
(a) Zf r lies in the interval [a, a+) and z$@)(~) = 1, then jj has an extension p 
such that ((t, 1)) E &(p)(a). 
(b) Zf i~tk,i(q(j)) and WI + ig [a,a+), then j has an extension p such that 
((o1 + 5, O)) E +k,i(p)(a). 
(c) Zf a is inaccessible and 5 < a, then @ has un extension p with <E &(p)(a)_ 
Proof. Let p be identical with jj except that &(p)(a) = $k,i(p)(a) u {q}, where 
‘1 = H&l)), ? = ((W+5,0)), or q = l, in (a), (b), and (c), respectively. q 
Lemma 5.7. Suppose that j is a condition in P”. Zf < lies in the interval [o,ol) and 
&(&([) = 1, then p has an extension p such that ((<, ((Zc, i)})) E s(p). 
Proof. Set i(p) = s(p) U {((t, ((k, i))))}. 0 
5.2. Coding lemmas 
The following three lemmas are used in the proof of Lemma 5.11 to see that a P” 
generic real x codes a branch through each T&k). 
Lemma 5.8. Assume that ji = (4, C, $, j,i) is a condition in P”, that a is an uncount- 
able cardinal, and that 5 is an ordinal in the interval [a,a+). 
(a) Zf 5 E &(a), then there exists an Euston e G a such that ifp extends # and 
u E by and j&)-‘(l) is coJ?nul in u, then e is cojinul in u. 
(b) If 5 6 &i(a) and e G a is Euston, then there exists a condition p extending ji 
such that &(p)-‘( 1) is cojinul in some u E bi’“’ in which e is not cofnal. 
Proof. Proof of (a) Set e = dom(gk,i) and apply clause (7) in the definition of the 
ordering of P”. 
Proof of (b) Choose u E by’ such that 
(a) u is not cofinal in u’, for all u’ E Ulfcik t(tLj bfS(‘); 
(b) sup(jk,i(a) f~ a) < sup(u); and 
(c) e U dom(&) is not cofinal in U. 
To see that these requirements can be met, note that there exist indomitably many 
threads u E bp’ as in (a), because (a) fails for fewer than a* many u E b;‘“‘. Also 
sup&(a) f~ a) < a. And the set of ordinals in (c) is an Easton subset of a. 
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Let p be identical with B, except that dom(j?k,i(p)) = dom(&) U u, and 
( 
$k,i(i) if i E dom(&i), 
fik,i(P)(i) = l if i E u\dom(&) and c > Sup(~si(Cr) f~ a), 
0 otherwise. 
Note that p is a condition in P”, specifically, note clause (3~) in the definition. 
In seeing that p extends i, the only matters requiring attention are clauses (6) and (7) 
in the definition. For clause (6), fix CE u\dom(&i), and suppose that [ has color 
E(p) and c < sup(j&(/?) n /I). Then E(p) = E(a), since < E U, which has color Z(a). 
Hence /I = a, since E is one-to-one on inaccessibles. But then &Jp)(C) = 0 by 
definition. 
For clause (7), suppose that 5’ E &(a’)\a’, and that U’ E bg!“‘. It suffices to see 
that dom(dk,i(p))\dom(&) is not cofinal in a’. This follows by (a) in our choice 
of U, if a’ = a. Otherwise, it follows from Lemma 4.4. 0 
Lemma 5.9 is the analog of Lemma 5.8 for the coding that produces a P” generic 
real. 
Lemma 5.9. Assume that @=(q, ~7, $ j,.$ is a condition in P” and that 5 is an ordinal 
in the interval [o, 01). 
(a) If r E 2, then there exists a natural number m such that if p extencis ji and 
utb!“‘)), then $(p)-‘(l)nucm. 
(b) If 5 6 $ and m E w, then there exists a condition p extending j such that 
i(p)-‘( 1) is cojnal in some u E bj(“‘)) such that u g m. 
Proof. (a) Set M = dam(@)) and apply (1) in the definition of P’s ordering. 
(b) Choose u E b$“‘)) such that u g m U dom($(&) and u is not cofinal in u’, for 
all u’ E lJ+,,_; bi(2’o)). Then, in fact, u n u’ = 0, for all U’ E UgE; b$2’o)), because 1~1 = 1. 
(This is the only point at which this fact is used.) Say u = {r}. Let sag 2<O be such 
that dom(s^) = r + 1 and 
( 
3(@)(k) if k E dom(i(p)), 
i(k) = 1 if k=r, 
0 otherwise. 
Then set p = (q, c, fi, j, i), where 
q(k) = 
1 
k,;(k)(g) if k E dom($ 
q(k) otherwise; 
c = E, 
~k,i = ik,i for (k, i) E d(i), 
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L 
Pk,i = Pk,i for (k, i) E d(Z), 
j = ;, 
Then p is as required. 0 
Lemma 5.10 is used to recover the coloring of inaccessible cardinals in a generic 
extension. 
Lemma 5.10. Assume that p = (q,2, j?, 5,s) is a condition in P”, that CI E dam(E) is 
an inaccessible cardinal, and that (k, i) E d@(p)). 
(a) Zf p < a, then there exists a condition p extending j and an ordinal < of 
color ?(a) such that fi < 5 < a and &(S)= 1. 
(b) Suppose that ((0, y)) < E(a). Then there exists a condition p extending p and a 
/? < a such that ifp’ is any condition extending p, then Z~~o,y)) n &(p’)-I( 1) s j?. 
Proof. (a) This is immediate from the proof of Lemma 5.8(b). 
(b) Case 1: There is no p” <j such that c(p”)(a’) = ((0, y)), for some inaccessible 
a’ > a. Set p =@ and set /I =?(a). Suppose that p’ extends p and that &(p’)(<) = 1, 
where [ has color ((0,~)). Then there exists an a’ E dom(c(p’))\(r + 1) such that 
+‘)(a’) = ((0,~)). (Th is is the reason for (3~) in the definition of P”.) Because 
((0, y)) < c(p’)(a), it follows that either a < a’ or a’ < c($)(a). The former of these 
possibilities is ruled out by the case hypothesis; the latter implies that t < p. 
Case 2: There does exist a condition p” d j such that c(p”)(a’) = ((0, y)), fir 
some inaccessible a’ > a. Let p < 2 be such a condition p”. We may assume that 
a E &(p)(a’). Set B = sup(dom(&(p)) tl a). Then p is as required on account of 
clause’(6) in the definition of P’s ordering. 0 
5.3. The term E 
If G is a filter on [Fpn, let xo be defined by 
xo=u{@): PEG}. 
The task at hand is defining a term 1 that is common to forcing 
the P’s and is such that RG =xG, whenever G is a filter on P”. 
For ?E 2<“, define p,- E P” by setting pi = (q, 0, j, @, 0), where 
q(k) = 
t&k)) if k E dom(s^), 
({0}, { 1)) otherwise, 
languages of all of 
and Ijk,i = & = 0, for all (k, i) E d(i). Note that 4 E Q” by (TCl). Note also that if 
G is a filter on P”, then s^ CXC iff pi E G. 
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Set 
i = {((k, i)“,p;) : s^ E 2<w and i(k) = i}. 
(Note that [Fp” has a weakest condition, namely pO, so v-terms can be defined as usual.) 
Then iG =xo whenever G is a filter on p”. 
Finally, note that io : w -+ 2 if G is even &(L; lF”‘) generic. 
5.4. Decoding branches 
Suppose that G is a L7n+z(L; EJ’“) generic filter on P”. Fix a natural number k, and 
suppose that Xc(k) = i. Define the fOllOWing Classes: 
P”d = {r : &(p)(t) = 1, for some p E G}, 
PC = {i : i E h,i(q(p)), for SOme P E G), 
CC = u {c(P) : P E Gl u ((0, ((2,0))))9 
B;={wl+[:[&}. 
Lemma 5.11 (Property (P4)). Suppose that G is a lln+2(L; P”) generic Jilter on P”. 
Then Decode( jG, k) = @ is a ZI,,+z(L; T$) generic branch, where i = ZG(k). 
Proof. Note first that Q$ is a nn+2(L; T&) generic branch. Indeed, if E is a LZn+z(L; Z’&) 
definable subset of Tki, then 
{P E P” : (49 e d(O)) or ki(q(p)) EEI 
is lIn+2(L; [Ip”) definable, hence decided by G. 
We have seen that KG = Xc. So it suffices to see that Decode&, k) = @. Because 
Decode&k) is defined in three steps, we shall need to retrace those steps to see this. 
Recall that the decoding process begins by declaring that 
rye iff t~[w,o$) and 
1 u E @,))) 
: x;‘(l) is cofinal in 24 
> 
is finite. 
Using Lemmas 5.7 and 5.9, G is sufhciently generic that 
5 E J$ rl [w, 0:) iff 5 E [o, ~4) and there exists a natural number m 
such that if u E b{{f:~[~,iJjjj and n;‘(l) is colinal in u, 
then u&m. 
It follows that P,” = PC” II [w,uf). 
The next step in defining Decode&k) was defining &y), P:, and BF by recursion 
on infinite y E CARD. We maintain that 
&) = CC(Y), 
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Proceed by induction on y. If y is not inaccessible, it is immediate from the definitions 
that ck(y) = co(y). (The c(p)‘s have only uncountable cardinals in their domains, but 
we set co(o) = ((2,0)) above.) Suppose that y is inaccessible. Then ck(y) = ((0,6)), 
if 6 is least such that Z((c,a)) n IJ, E Cmn co,rj 1 Pk is unbounded in y. (If there is no 
such 6, then ck(y) = ((O,O)).) N ow, using Lemma 5.10, G is sufficiently generic that 
co(y) is the least ((0,6)) such that Z((s,h)) fl Ph is unbounded in y. By induction, 
Pkny=(J rlECARDncw,yj Pt. And Giidel pairing is monotone: ((0,6)) < ((0,~)) iff 6 < q. 
so co(y) = ck(y). 
For y > o, by definition 
5 E Py” iff 5 E [y, y+) and there exists a constructible Easton 
e & y such that if u E ~$~~)) and U, E cARD,, lw,?) P,f 
is cofinal in u, then e is cofinal in u. 
Using Lemmas 5.6 and 5.8, G is sufficiently generic that 
5 E P,$ fl [y, y+) iff 5 E [y, y+) and there exists a constructible Easton 
e & y such that if u E bccCy) 
in u, then e is cofinal in((i!)) 
and Pk n y is cofinal 
So Pk n [y, yf) = Pyk by induction and that ck(y) = co(y). Similarly, Bk n [y, yf) = B!. 
(Begin by noting that Bk n 01 = 0 = Bk,.) 
Finally, 
6. Predensity reduction 
This section proves (P3b): IFP” satisfies strong predensity reduction. This is the one 
remaining fact needed to complete the proof of Theorem 1. 
In outline, the proof is typical: Fix an infinite regular cardinal K. A condition in IFnn 
can be broken into an “upper part” and a “lower part”. (There will also be a small 
“middle part”, but this is unimportant for now.) There exist only K many possible lower 
parts. Given a uniformly definable rc-sequence of predense classes, in rc many steps, 
the upper part of a given condition p will be extended to meet each of these predense 
classes relative to each possible alternative lower part that can be adjoined to p. In 
this way, we obtain a condition pK such that any extension of p, can be extended to 
meet any of the predense classes in the given sequence simply by adjoining a suitable 
lower (and middle) part. 
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Two facts get us through limit stages in the construction of pK: One is (TC5), which 
implies that Q’ is closed at certain levels; the other is conclusion (3) of the Thread 
Lemma, which can be used to show that properly constructed limit conditions do not 
inadvertently violate prior coding commitments. 
Let us begin by breaking conditions into upper and lower parts. Fix an infinite 
regular cardinal IC and a condition j E P”. Suppose that sup(tk,Jq(j))) 2 K+, for all 
(k, i) E d(Q)). It is such a condition p that we shall extend to reduce a given uniformly 
definable Ic-sequence of predense classes. Mention of j) is suppressed in the following 
notation, since we shall always be working below it. 
Define the “lower part” (p)” of a condition p extending j by setting s^ = s^(p) and 
(~1” = (q,c, F, dA where 
j= 
{ 
i(p) if K > 0, 
0 if K = co. 
Let (Pn)K be the set of all lower parts of conditions in [ID” below jI: 
(P’)‘( = {(p)” : p E P” and p < j}. 
Note that j(Pn)KJ = K. 
Let [plK have the same definition, except that fik,i = &i(p) t K+ (rather than rc) and 
J: = i(p), even if K = o. The “middle part” of p consists of the &(p)(lc)‘s, if K > o, 
and is 4(p), if rc = w. So [plK combines the lower and middle parts of p. 
Declare that 
p GK b iff p < ji and [plK = [&lx. 
Then p d K $ asserts that p extends p, properly at most on its “upper part”. 
Define this upper part of p by setting s^ = i(p) and (P)~ = (q, c, 5, @, S), where 
4 = 4(P), 
c = C(P) t [k.+m), 
bk,i = bk,i(P) t [X9 O”h 
dk,i = bk,i(P) t [Kf, O”h 
J = 0. 
Note that (P)~ is a condition in P”, so (P)~‘s literally are ordered by P’s ordering. 
Note also that if p’ < p, then (P’)~ < (P)~. 
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If s”E2<W and s^>$(p), let p *s^ be the result of restricting q, $, and $ to d(s^) (as 
in the proof of Lemma 5.9). Then p * s^ is a condition in P”, though it may not extend 
p because s^ may violate the coding commitments imposed by 4(p). On the other hand, 
if p’ < p, then p’ < p * s^(p’). 
Lemma 6.1. Suppose that p’ < p and that i(p’) = .@). Then there exists a condition 
p < j such that i(p) = Q) and p’ = p * i(p’). 
Proof. Let p be identical with p’, except that 
bk,i(P) = tik,i(B) 
for (k, i) E d(Q))\d(s^(p’)). 
Using that 4(p’) = S(p) for clause (4) in the definition, note that p is a condition 
in P”. Note then that p extends j, using that p’ < jj. 0 
Lemma 6.2 (Property (3b)). P” satisjies strong C,(L) predensity reduction. 
Proof. Fix an infinite regular cardinal rc, and suppose that (Dg : 5 -c K) is a uniformly 
&,,({w}) definable sequence of classes predense in P”. Fix a condition p E P” and 
suppose, as we have above, that Sup(tk,i(q(p))) > K+, for all (k, i) E d(s^(p)). We may 
also assume that m > a(n), and, extending r?(j) if necessary, that m E n(k,i)Ed(2cjjj Ek,i, 
by Lemma 2.1. 
Let (“5 : 5 6 K) enumerate the first K + 1 many elements of the canonical Z,-tower 
approximating L above (13, rc, w, q*}. That is, define (at : t < rc) by 
at = the least a such that L, -+, L and {j, K, w, II*} U { ai : c < 5 } G I,,. 
Then (at : 5 < K) is a continuous, monotonically increasing sequence of limit cardinals. 
Furthermore, n(ac) = m, for all { < rc. Thus at E Q$?‘, for all (k, i) E d(Q)). 
Set Mt = L,<, for 5 < K. Then for y E CARD fl [K, at), set 
Mi = C,-Skolem HullMc(y U {y, j& K, w, q*} U { ai : (I c 5)). 
If B s CARD fl [K, at) is an Easton set of cardinals, set 
B([) = U {e\a : a E B and e E MF is Easton}. 
Note that then B(r) is Easton. Indeed, if fi is regular, then 
B(5)nB=u{en[a,B):aEBnB and eEMt is Easton} 
is a union of fewer than p many bounded subsets of 8. 
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Let cp(vi, 02) be a Cm({w}) formula such that DC = {PE P” : (p(t,p)}, and let 
((pi, cpy) : 5 -c K) enumerate all pairs (p’, cP(I],Q)) such that p’ E (P’n)K and q < K. 
We may assume that ((p,l, cpc) : (5: < K) lies in all of the Mi’s, or, equivalently, that 
((pi, cpt) : 5 < 4 EM;. Let Et = {P E p” : cpdp)}. 
Next, let us define simultaneously a <.-descending sequence (4 : 4 < K) of con- 
ditions in P” and a sequence (vy+t : 5 < K) of conditions in P”. Inductively, we 
shall maintain that pt: E Mt+l. The idea is that pt+, will reduce meeting Eg below 
a condition extending p<+, and having lower part p{ to extending vg+i, if this is 
possible. 
Set S = i(p). 
Begin by setting p. = ji At stage 5 + 1, set 
r~+i = the L-least Y < pt such that Y meets Et and (r)K = pi, if such a condition 
r exists; otherwise, set r,+l = ji. 
p(+, = the L-least p 6 K pt such that 
n 
(pk * s(rg+t ) d &+I k; 
for each (ki) E d(i), (sP(&(P~)) n [K, Q))(~) C dom(&(p)), where 
sP($k,i(P)) = {Y E Cm : dom(&i(P)) n [Y, Y+) # 0); and 
sup(Q,i(q(p))) 2 Ug, for all (k, i) E d(S). 
To obtain such a condition p, first let pt be 4, if rg+l = j; otherwise, let pt be 
obtained by setting (P’)~ = (ry+l), and [ps]” = [pt x s^(ry+l)lK. Then ps is a condition 
extending pt. Furthermore, .ri(p’)=S(pt). Now use Lemma 6.1 to obtain pt GK pt such 
that pt * j(rt+l) = pt. 
To obtain p from pt, extend q(pt ) to satisfy the final requirement, and extend 
&(pt) to include the Easton set (s~(j$~(p~)) n [rc,ccr))(l) in its domain, for each 
(k, i) Ed(S). 
Note that it follows from the second requirement on pt+, that 
Mi n [Y, Y+) G dom(&,&+t )), for all Y E sP(tik,i(Pt)) n [x7 at), 
because [y, q) EM; is an Easton set whenever q < A$ n y+. 
If < is a limit ordinal, let pt be the limit of the conditions 4, for c < 5. That is, set 
pt = (4, c, 3, dd, where 
fk,i(q) = IJ Gr,i(q(q)) U {Q}, for (ki) Ed(rC-1, 
i<S 
dom(p,i) = lJ dom(&(pi)) = dam(c) for (k,i) E d(j), 
icr 
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s = u S(q) = i(j). 
1<5 
Claim. pg E P”, for all 4 < K; and pg E Mt+l, for all 4 < K. 
Proof. Both claims are established by induction on 5. 
That pt: E P” is trivial unless 5 is a limit ordinal. In this case, it suffices to see 
that q(p<) E Q”. Now clc E Ql,c,?i”‘, for all c and all (k, i) E d(3). So at E B:,(f) and at = 
sup(C?~,~) n at) when 5 is a limit ordinal. It follows from (TO) that q(pt) E Cl’. 
Now, let us see that pt E Mt+, . If 5 < K is a limit ordinal, then (py : c < l) is 
definable from the parameters p, K, w, and v* over (MF, (ai : ( < t)). (This assumes 
that pc EM;, for i < r, of course.) Because at E IV[+~, both Mt and (ai : [ < () line 
in MF+, . It follows that if 4 < K is a limit ordinal, then pr E Mf+, . 
To see that pt+l E MK 
definable m > a(n) A/+* 
, note first that (~t+i)~t+2 =rg+l, because P” is d,(,)+i({~I,}) 
K +, L, and Et is C,({w}) definable. 
Then note that the st& taken to obtain a suitable extension p of pt can be carried 
out inside MF+*, hence P(+~ EM&*. ( In particular, note that there exists a q extending 
q(pt) in Q” n M;+* such that sup(&,i(q)) b ag+l, for all (k,i) Ed, because Q” is 
&(n)+~({~+)) definable and MF+* -&)+, L.) 0 
It follows from pt EM;+, that 
dom(&(q)) n [KY+) EM:+, 
for all (k, i) E d(s’) and all y E sp(&(pg)) n [rc, ag+l). 
Claim. If [ Q < < K, then pt; <K pr. 
Proof. Proceed by induction on r < rc to prove the claim for all [ 6 r. The claim is 
trivial by induction, unless r is a limit ordinal. In this case, it is clause (7) in the 
definition of W’s ordering which we must verify. 
Fix (k,i) E d(3). To simplify the notation a bit, set ii = &(p[), for [ < 5. It 
suffices to see that if dom(j?{) is cofinal in u E b$“)(‘), for some /I and q, then 
u\6 G dom(j$+,), for some 6 E sp(u) and some c < 5. 
Set A(S) = Mi n 6 +, for 6 E CARD n [sat). Setting 6 = at and x = {j, JC, w, n+}, 
note that Mt is M,6, and that & is fx 1 [K, at) in the notation of the Thread Lemma. 
Note also that if 6 E sp(fit) n [~,a[), then dom(j<) n [6, S+) = [6,&(Q). This 
is because Mi = IJ 1<5M/ and i+ = U[<& and, for [ < 5 large enough that 
6 E sp(&), 
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Thus, ug < h(S) for 6 cofinal in sp(u). By (3) of the Thread Lemma, it follows that 
u EM,, for some 6 E sp(u). We may assume that 6 E sp(b5) n [K, a~), since sp(j5) is 
cofinal in sp(u) and A4: G it4:, when 6 < y. 
Now M! = UrcCM: and sp(&) = Urit sp(&) and ag = Ur_.[ q, and each of these 
decompositions i 2-monotone, so there exists an ordinal 5 < 5 such that u EM; and 
s~sp(&) and 6 <ai. But then ~\6~(sp(@~)n[rc,a~))(~)~dom(&+,). 0
Claim. The condition p, reduces each predense class D, to size at most K. 
Proof. We may assume that e does not meet D,. Set 
d, = {q+, : 5 < rc and Eg = D, and r,+l # p}. 
Clearly, Id,,] < K. Furthermore, if p < p, and p < ry+l Ed,, then p meets D,, by the 
definition of ry+l . 
We must see that d, is predense with respect o p,, Suppose that p < p,. We may 
assume that p meets D, and that rc E dom(&Jp)), for all (k,i)~d(;(p)). Choose 
< < K such that pi = (p)“ and Et = D,. Note that rg+l l dq and (rt+l)K = pi = (p)“. 
Also it(p) = @+l) and (ph Q tp,h * @+l) d (q+, h * %+l) G (q+l h. Let P* be 
identical with p, except that it absorbs q+l’s middle part: 
l if K > w and (k,i)~d(Z(p)) and ~~~dom(&Jry+r)), then 
A,~(P*)(K) = bk,i(PK)(~) U dk,i(YS+l )(K), and 
l if K = w, then S(p*) = i(p) U i(rg+l). 
Then p* G p. And p* < rt+l, since (p* )” = (p)” = (ry+l)K and (p*h = (ph < (re;+l),. 
Thus p’ Q p and meets d,. q 
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